SustFest events FAQs
Q1. Our meetings are usually only for our members. Would those qualify?
A. If you have a suitable meeting theme, maybe you could allow some members of the
public to attend on this occasion? We can help you set up an advanced booking
system.
Q2. Can we charge for events that we run?
A. That is entirely up to you, though we hope that there will be some free events.
Q3. How do we know if an event is suitable and fits the criteria?
A. As long as you think the event satisfies the needs of your organisation and local
community then please suggest it. We will let you know if it does not fit.
Q4. We are not sure how our organisation might fit in. Can you explain?
A. If you look at the One Planet list (make live link) you will see a list of aspects of
sustainability. We are sure that you will feel a connection with at least one category.
Q5. We are a business. Can we take part and will you advertise us?
A. If you are an environmentally conscious business you might have a promotion of an
environmental product or food at some time during the festival which we could
mention in the programme.
Q6. We are a pub/Café/restaurant. How can we take part?
A. Maybe you could have a planet friendly menu or dish for a day or a week? Maybe
using alternatives to meat and dairy and/or focus on locally produced food?
Q6. We are a church/faith group. What could we do?
A. Maybe a special service reflecting on the climate challenge or a display about some
aspect of how your faith considers the environment or a stall selling fair trade
products or all of those ideas!?
Q7. We perform plays/music/poetry. How can we be involved?
A. You might put on an appropriate timed performance that we could promote for you,
or a pop -street performance or participate in one of the centrally organised events.
Q8. Will the Alliance be organising any events?
A. With at least 36 organisations as part of the Alliance, we intend to work together on
a major joint event in each of the 3 towns, Bewdley, Kidderminster and Stourport.
Many individual organisations will also want to put on their own separate events.

